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ABSTRACT

We report the discovery of a kinematically cold group of stars, located in the immediate neighborhood of the well-known star cluster
Coma Berenices (Mel 111). The new group identified in tangential velocity space as measured by Gaia contains at least 177 coeval
members distributed in two subgroups, and appears as a flattened structure parallel to the plane, stretching for about 50 pc. More
remarkably, the new group, which appears to have formed about 300 Myr later than Mel 111 in a different part of the Galaxy, will
share essentially the same volume with the older cluster when the centers of both groups will be at their closest in 13 Myr. This will
result in the mixing of two unrelated populations with different metallicities. The phase of cohabitation for these two groups is about
20–30 Myr, after which the two populations will drift apart. We estimate that temporal cohabitation of such populations is not a rare
event in the disk of the Milky Way, and of the order of once per Galactic revolution. Our study also unveils the tidal tails of the
Mel 111 cluster.
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1. Introduction
Stellar clusters are unique probes of the physical and chemical
conditions at their time and place of birth in the Galaxy. Gaia
provides reliable distances and kinematics to a large number of
cluster members and with an unprecedented accuracy. This is
causing a renewed interest in the field, in particular in validating
ideas for which observational data was lacking. For example,
long-suspected dynamical features such as tidal tails have now
been identified for the nearest cluster to Earth, the Hyades cluster
(Röser et al. 2019; Meingast & Alves 2019; hereinafter Paper I).
At the same time, the expected counterparts of old disk clusters
and associations are now beginning to be unveiled (Ibata et al.
2019; Meingast et al. 2019; hereinafter Paper II). This newly
available parameter space promises to open a new window on
cluster disruption, the build up of the field population, the quantification of anisotropies in the mass distribution of the Milky
Way disk, and the homogenization of different stellar populations.
Nevertheless, there is room for surprises. In this Letter we
present our follow-up work on the “Extended stellar systems
in the solar neighborhood” series. While a final catalog is in
preparation (Meingast et al., in prep.), we report here evidence
for temporal cohabitation of different stellar populations in the
same Galactic volume. The clusters in question, Coma Berenices
(Mel 111) and a newly found moving group in the velocity and
?
Full Table A.2 is only available at the CDS via anonymous ftp
to cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr (130.79.128.5) or via http://cdsarc.
u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/qcat?J/A+A/624/L11

spatial neighborhood, are not massive enough for capture of populations to occur, but they will appear in the near future, and for
a limited time, as a multi-population cluster.

2. Data description and member selection
As in Paper II, we detected overdensities in velocity space,
given by Gaia DR2 (Gaia Collaboration 2016, 2018b), with
a wavelet decomposition in Galactocentric Cylindrical coordinates1 . Among the extracted significant peaks, we found the
velocity coordinates of the well-known star cluster Mel 111 at
(vr , vφ , vz ) = (8.83, 226.93, 6.54) km s−1 , as well as a nearby
second overdensity at (vr , vφ , vz ) = (6.21, 223.57, 5.41) km s−1 ,
belonging to a previously unknown stellar population. An extraction of all sources within a 5 km s−1 radius around the identified
peaks indicated that both populations do not only share very similar velocities, but are also adjacent in spatial coordinates, making them an interesting case for further investigation on possible
cluster interactions.
In order to minimize the error budget, we adopted filtering
criteria similar to Paper II: σµα,δ /µα,δ < 0.5, σ$ /$ < 0.5, and
maxσ5D < 0.5. Since Mel 111 and its newly discovered neighbor are located well above the Galactic plane, we also restricted
our database to 0 pc < Z < 150 pc, −75 pc < X < 75 pc, and
−50 pc < Y < 100 pc.
In contrast to the prominent stream identified in Paper II,
here we find structures with smaller spatial extent. In such cases
1

For details on the coordinate system definition see Paper I.
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Fig. 1. Left panel: KDE, using an Epanechnikov kernel with a bandwidth of 0.4 km s−1 in the tangential velocity space for the 11 294 stars in our
final database. Two prominent overdensities are visible, corresponding to Mel 111 and the new group which are displayed in the middle panel in
blue and magenta, respectively. Right panel: our selection in the vr vφ –velocity plane. Small black dots represent all sources from the filtered Gaia
database.

projection effects are minimized and consequently we based
our member selection on 2D tangential velocity space (vα , vδ )
rather than on 3D velocities. We obtained tangential velocities
for every source from proper motion and distance data, and
applied a further restriction of −15 km s−1 < vα < 0 km s−1 and
−10 km s−1 < vδ < 5 km s−1 . After applying these filters, a total
number of 11 294 sources remained. The tangential velocity distribution of the remaining sources is illustrated with a kernel
density map in the left panel of Fig. 1. In this view, two local
overdensities become clearly visible. The tight, point-like structure at (vα , vδ ) ∼ (−5, −4) km s−1 contains sources associated
with Mel 111, whereas the elongated arc-shape at (vα , vδ ) ∼ (−8,
−2) km s−1 represents a previously unknown stellar group.
Following the setup outlined above, we then extracted clustered sources with the density-based algorithm DBSCAN (Ester
et al. 1996). Specifically for our selection, we manually chose
minPts = 70,  = 0.5 km s−1 for the DBSCAN setup which
resulted in two tangential velocity clusters associated with the
two apparent overdensities in the left panel of Fig. 1. This selection extracted 245 sources of Mel 111, and 237 stars associated
with the new group. Following the previous papers, we additionally restricted the selection by applying a spatial density filter.
We tested several setups, where our final criterion excludes all
sources that have less than 30 neighbors within 20 pc. Finally,
we manually removed one star that was located below the main
sequence and also showed a large photometric excess factor,
indicating contaminated Gaia photometry. This resulted in a
final selection of 214 Mel 111 sources and 177 sources for the
new group. Table A.1 lists several parameters measured for these
two groups.
The middle panel of Fig. 1 shows the final selection for both
groups in the tangential velocity space. While the blue points
represent our member selection for Mel 111, the new group is
illustrated in magenta. For clarity, these colors are the same for
all the figures presented here. The right panel of Fig. 1 displays
the distribution of the stars in the vr vφ –velocity plane, where the
two significant overdensities are colored corresponding to our
member selection of Mel 111 and the new group. It shows both
populations tightly clustered, thus verifying our selection process.
We estimated the contamination level with two methods.
First, we applied the same method as described in Paper II,
which extracts sources in a symmetric phase-space region on the
L11, page 2 of 7

opposite side of the Galactic plane. Following the same steps
(with adapted measurements), we find a fractional contamination level of only a few percent. Secondly, the velocity distribution in Fig. 1 reveals that each group contains a few stars
which do not fit the general velocity profile of the groups. This
closely matches the galactic field contamination estimate outlined above. Here, we chose not to remove these outliers in
velocity space from our selection, since such a restriction could
only be consistently applied to stars with radial-velocity measurements and not to all sources.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Structure

Figure 2 illustrates the final member selection in Galactic Cartesian coordinates. The same distribution projected on the sky is
shown in Fig. A.1. Mel 111 is located at a distance of approximately 85 pc from the Sun in the direction of the north Galactic
pole. The new group is located at almost the same distance to the
Galactic plane and at a similar Galactocentric radius, but about
60 pc ahead in the direction of Galactic rotation.
The Mel 111 selection reveals a flattened shape parallel to
the Galactic plane, as well as a pronounced core in the cluster
center. The XY distribution of the cluster shows a tilted ellipsoidal structure, with a length of about 60 pc and a thickness
of about 25 pc. Following the discoveries of tidal tails associated with the Hyades (Röser et al. 2019; Meingast & Alves
2019), we also compared our findings for Mel 111 to the predicted tail structure as given by Chumak & Rastorguev (2006).
The approximate shape of the tails is shown in the left panel of
Fig. 2, which is in excellent agreement with our selected Mel 111
sources.
In contrast to Mel 111, the new group shows different morphological characteristics. Most importantly, it does not have
a similarly pronounced core, which is likely the reason why it
has not yet been found. Moreover, the top-down view of the
new group members reveals an inhomogeneous distribution of
sources, which are arranged in two parallel lanes. The two subgroups show a systematic offset in proper motions, but we do not
find a significant difference in space velocities and other physical parameters. Therefore, we argue that the difference in proper
motions only results from projection effects.
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Fig. 2. Positions of the final member selection in Galactic Cartesian coordinates. The position of the Sun is indicated with the black circular
symbol. The gray shaded area represents the approximate shape of the tidal tails of Mel 111 (Chumak & Rastorguev 2006). The small black dots
correspond to all sources that where identified in our proper-motion clustering application but did not pass the spatial filtering.

We derive stellar masses similar to the previous entries in
this paper series by interpolating isochrones for the systems
(Sect. 3.2). Figure A.2 shows the resulting present-day mass
functions compared to a series of initial mass functions (IMF;
Kroupa 2001), which we used to estimate the birth masses of
the systems. In general, we find a good match between the mass
function for Mel 111 and the new group, suggesting similar current masses (affected by two-body relaxation and tidal forces).
Also, we find that the present-day mass function is in overall
good agreement with a 200 M IMF for both systems (especially near the higher-mass end of our selection). However, the
measured present-day masses of magnitude-limited samples are
generally affected by incompleteness. Paper I determined the
Hyades selection in this mass range to be incomplete by a factor
of approximately two. Following this result, but considering the
larger distances to the two groups discussed in this manuscript,
we estimated the bias to result in a factor of approximately three
or more, shifting the mass function closer to a 500 M initial
mass estimate. This estimate should be seen as a lower limit,
because we did not consider mass loss caused by stellar evolution and tides. Moreover, in Sect. 3.2 we show that the new
group is most likely several hundred million years younger than
Mel 111. Therefore, if the initial masses of the systems were
similar, the current lack of a pronounced core in the new group
indicates either a different initial condition (cluster vs. association) or a very different dynamical evolution.

also consistent with previously published ages for Mel 111 (e.g.,
Tang et al. 2018; Gaia Collaboration 2018a). The upper main
sequence of the new group indicates a turnoff at higher luminosities compared to Mel 111 and therefore a younger stellar age.
Adjusting only the age of the isochrones, we find that a 400 Myr
isochrone fits well to the upper part of the sequence. However,
this adjustment does not match the observed offset near the lower
main sequence.
As also metallicity generally affects the location and shape
of the main sequence, we cross-matched our selection with
LAMOST DR4 (Cui et al. 2012), resulting in nine matches for
Mel 111 and eight matches for the new group. The mean metallicity of the matched sources is [Fe/H] = −0.117 ± 0.115 for
Mel 111 and [Fe/H] = −0.003 ± 0.093 for the new group. We
note here that the measured metallicity for Mel 111 is not consistent with our previous assumption of solar metallicity. This difference is likely caused by a systematic offset in the survey and
we therefore only take the relative metallicity offset of ∼0.1 dex
between both groups into account. The 400 Myr isochrone with
higher metallicity then also fits well to the lower main sequence
of the new group. Clearly, more data and an improved set of
models are needed to better age the new group, but the two
groups were formed at different times. For the remainder of this
Letter we assume their age difference to be about 300 Myr.

3.2. Age and metallicity

As pointed out in Sect. 2, the two groups have a very similar
kinematic profile. An inspection of the Galactocentric Cylindrical velocities of both groups reveals only small differences in the
radial and azimuthal velocity component (∆vr = 2.9 km s−1 and
∆vφ = 3.5 km s−1 ). The vertical velocity component is virtually
identical. Interestingly, Mel 111, lagging behind in the Galactic
rotation, is more than 3 km s−1 faster in vφ compared to the new
group. This configuration therefore indicates that Mel 111 could
drift into the new group within the next few million years.
To analyze a potential encounter in more detail, we calculated the orbital motions of the groups with Galpy (Bovy 2015).
We used a predefined axisymmetric setup for the gravitational
potential of the Milky Way (MWPotential2014) which comprises a bulge, a disk, and a dark-matter-halo component; it does
however not include spiral arms or molecular clouds. For a full
description of the orbit, radial-velocity measurements are also
required for which we added another quality criterion, limiting

We present an observational HRD of our member selection in
Fig. 3. Both groups show a well-defined main sequence, indicating that each group by itself comprises a coeval stellar population. While Mel 111 hosts two stars beyond the main sequence
turn-off, as well as one white dwarf, all selected members of the
new group are located on the main sequence. Comparing the two
sequences, we find significant differences both near the upper
and lower main sequence. The upper main sequence of Mel 111
is located on top of the new group, whereas this offset reverses as
we follow the main sequence down to the cooler and less luminous stars, shifting Mel 111 to the bluer part.
In order to estimate the age of the two groups, we compared
our selections with PARSEC isochrones (Bressan et al. 2012).
Assuming solar metallicity for Mel 111 (Netopil et al. 2016),
the 700 Myr isochrone appears to fit the sequence well. This is

3.3. Kinematics and Galactic orbit
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Fig. 4. Distance between Mel 111 and the new group as a function
of time. The black solid line displays the mean distance and the gray
shaded area corresponds to the 3-σ error. We find a minimum at t =
13 Myr.
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Fig. 3. Observational HRD for the member stars of Mel 111 and the
new group. The solid line represents the 700 Myr PARSEC isochrone
with solar metallicity and the dashed line illustrates the 400 Myr
PARSEC isochrone with z = 0.019. The gray dots in the background
are all sources in our filtered database.

the error in radial velocity to σrv < 2 km s−1 . This was applied
to keep the errors of the orbit integrations at a manageable level
and at the same time retain the bulk of our selection (about 90%
of the sources which have radial-velocity measurements). Within
these limits, we find 61 Mel 111 sources and 26 sources associated with the new group.
We estimated position errors along the integrated orbit by
randomly sampling the error distribution in distance, µα , µδ ,
and radial velocity. Each random sample (total sample size 100)
was then integrated independently, resulting in a distribution of
positions for each time-step. Here, the error most significantly
depends on the radial-velocity measurement. Together with the
location of the groups near the Galactic north pole, this results
in relatively large errors in the vertical position.
Figure 4 shows the distance between the group centers
(determined as the mean position of sources) as a function of
time going forward along their orbit, including the 3-σ error
interval. Remarkably, the two groups continue to converge for
the next few million years where we find a minimum distance of
25 pc in 13 Myr after which they start to drift apart again. Here,
the escape velocity at a distance of 25 pc even for a mass estimate of 500 M for Mel 111 is only 0.4 km s−1 . Thus, the relative velocity offset between the groups is too large for a potential
merging event. Nevertheless, given their spatial extent of at least
50 pc, the two systems will essentially share the same volume for
about 20–30 Myr. Figure A.3 shows the position of all sources
L11, page 4 of 7

in Galactic Cartesian coordinates both now and at the time of
minimum distance. We also note that the orbits are integrated
independently and that we did not add additional gravitational
potentials for the individual groups.
This close encounter between two stellar populations encourages speculations on how often such events occur in the Galaxy.
To test this, we created a simple setup of open clusters scattered
across the entire Galactic disk, integrated their orbits 100 Myr
forward, and calculated the average number of encounters (distance between two groups <20 pc). Specifically, we started with
estimating the top-down surface density of clusters in the disk.
The Webda database (Paunzen 2008) lists a total of 345 open
clusters (including loose associations and moving groups) within
1 kpc. This number translates into an average of about 55 such
objects per kpc2 in the Galactic plane. Since the actual distribution of star clusters in the Galaxy is unknown and their
radial distribution could even be a function of cluster age (e.g.,
Scheepmaker et al. 2009), we favored an isotropic setup for our
toy model with a total number of 50 000 open clusters for a
30 kpc-wide disk. Furthermore, we randomly sampled the velocity distribution directly from the Gaia DR2 measurements of
all stars in the solar neighborhood. A forward integration for
100 Myr revealed an average rate of 200 encounters per million
years across the entire disk. Therefore, for our 50 000 mock clusters, each cluster should have on average one encounter every
250 Myr, indicating that such meetings of groups can happen
about once per Galactic revolution.

4. Summary and conclusions
Following the previous papers in this series, we used position
and velocity data provided by Gaia DR2 to analyze two specific
overdensities in velocity space (Fig. 1). The first, more prominent peak corresponds to Mel 111, while the second overdensity,
separated by only a few kilometres per second, marks a previously unknown stellar population. Moreover, these groups do not
only share similar kinematics (Table A.1), but they are also currently only about 60 pc apart (Fig. 2). The spatial arrangement
of the source selection for Mel 111 also shows striking similarity to theoretically predicted tidal tails. The new group however does not show a pronounced core, but instead appears to
be arranged in two parallel lanes, which are not clearly separable in velocity space. A comparison of the main sequences of
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the groups, taking into account metallicity differences, reveals
an age of about 700 Myr for Mel 111 in agreement with previously obtained results. The age of the newly discovered
group appears to be best represented by a 400 Myr isochrone
(Fig. 3).
We also analyzed the kinematics of the groups in order to
investigate a possible future interaction. By integrating individual orbits we find that both groups currently converge, with
a minimum distance of only 25 pc between the cluster centers 13 Myr from now (Fig. 4), resulting in temporary mixing of two unrelated stellar populations (Fig. A.3) for about
20–30 Myr. The masses of the systems are however not large
enough to overcome the velocity difference, preventing a merging process. A toy setup and forward integration of mock open
clusters distributed across the entire Galactic disk reveals that
such encounters can happen at a rate of about one per Galactic revolution for each cluster. Thus, the observed encounter
between Mel 111 and the newly discovered group is probably
not a unique phenomenon. This process is reminiscent, although
not proof, of the multi-populations found in the massive globular
clusters (Bedin et al. 2004).
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Appendix A: Supplementary plots and tables
Table A.1. Fundamental properties of our member selection for
Mel 111 and the new group.

Candidate members
Age estimate (Myr)
RA (deg)
Dec (deg)
X (pc)
Y (pc)
Z (pc)
d (pc)
rv (km s−1 )
vr (km s−1 )
vφ (km s−1 )
vz (km s−1 )
U (km s−1 )
V (km s−1 )
W (km s−1 )
vα (km s−1 )
vδ (km s−1 )
µα (mas yr−1 )
µδ (mas yr−1 )
σv,3D (km s−1 )

Mel 111

New group

214 (67)
700
189.28
26.24
−4.01 ± 9.62
−3.48 ± 12.60
85.05 ± 3.28
86.67 ± 3.51
−0.83 ± 4.78
8.91 ± 0.61
226.73 ± 1.18
6.06 ± 4.67
−2.28 ± 0.71
−5.51 ± 1.19
−1.20 ± 4.67
−4.80 ± 0.41
−3.53 ± 0.45
−11.68 ± 1.10
−8.59 ± 1.13
1.23

177 (31)
400
215.82
55.20
−8.34 ± 7.16
52.97 ± 12.24
82.17 ± 4.65
98.93 ± 7.94
−6.00 ± 1.81
6.04 ± 0.48
223.21 ± 1.07
5.79 ± 1.25
−3.56 ± 0.63
−9.08 ± 1.07
−1.47 ± 1.25
−7.81 ± 0.50
−1.54 ± 0.73
−16.75 ± 1.97
−3.38 ± 1.76
1.08

Here we provide supplementary material. Table A.1 shows fundamental properties of both groups. The parameters are average
values obtained from our final source selection. The numbers
in parenthesis correspond to the group members with radialvelocity measurements. As a measure of the dispersion in each
parameter, we additionally quote the standard deviation of the
obtained values. The comparably high dispersion of the vertical velocity component of Mel 111 can be explained by
outliers in our selection and the strong dependence on radialvelocity measurements. Our determined values for Mel 111
are in excellent agreement with the literature. For example,
Tang et al. (2018) estimated an age of ∼800 Myr and a distance of ∼86.7 pc. Riedel et al. (2017) published position and
velocity coordinates of (X, Y, Z) = (−6.706, −6.308, 87.522) pc
and (U, V, W) = (−2.512, −5.417, −1.204) km s−1 , and Kraus &
Hillenbrand (2007) determined the mean cluster proper motion
as (µα , µδ ) = (−11.5, −9.5) mas yr−1 .
Figure A.1 shows the distribution of our member selection
in a slant orthographic projection, centered at the north Galactic
pole. Figure A.2 displays the mass distribution of both groups, as
well as a series of IMFs. As discussed in Sect. 3.1, both groups
match well with a 200 M IMF. Due to incompleteness however,
we estimated their birth masses to be closer to 500 M , in contrast to the ∼100 M measured for the present-day mass of the
cluster core (Casewell et al. 2006; Kraus & Hillenbrand 2007).
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Fig. A.1. Distribution of our final member selection displayed in a slant
orthographic projection with the north Galactic pole at its center.
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Figure A.3 illustrates the positions of the member stars of
Mel 111 and the new group both now and at the time of minimum
distance in Galactocentric Cartesian coordinates. The mean position values are represented as dots, and the 3-σ errors are illustrated with transparent ellipses. As described in Sect. 3.1, both
groups appear as flattened structures parallel to the Galactic
plane. However, we do not find a similarly flat arrangement in
13 Myr. This is however caused mostly by measurement errors
associated with the radial velocities.
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Fig. A.3. Top row: current position of all selected stars with radial-velocity measurements (σrv < 2 km s−1 ) in the Galactocentric Coordinate frame.
Bottom row: positions of these sources at t = 13 Myr. The ellipses represent the errors of orbit integration (3-σ). The large errors in the direction of
Z correspond to the large errors in radial velocities and are responsible for the disappearance of the flatness of the structure parallel to the Galactic
plane.
Table A.2. Top five entries: subsample of our selected Mel 111 members, five bottom sources: new group.

Gaia DR2 source_id
1259389659361730048
1259987931126020736
1260123858250996608
1260617607691437952
1285098955638193792
1489389418670610816
1497425469984297088
1498322916287022976
1499294845909337344
1503770755884281344

RA
(deg)

Dec
(deg)

X
(pc)

Y
(pc)

Z
(pc)

vα
(km s−1 )

vδ
(km s−1 )

214.82614
212.32184
212.78305
214.32504
215.03606
222.51166
208.26637
211.56849
211.22797
206.30482

26.32159
26.65464
27.52297
28.43993
30.4291
42.15855
41.39739
41.59869
42.92375
46.31112

24.11
21.23
20.49
23.09
19.93
13.95
2.36
4.94
3.13
−4.2

17.26
15.32
16.48
20.71
22.01
44.38
28.91
31.51
31.67
32.06

83.21
83.83
82.45
90.01
83.01
85.93
83.94
82.77
79.9
80.3

−3.9
−3.96
−4.12
−3.71
−4.93
−7.59
−7.96
−7.57
−7.75
−8.02

−2.82
−2.74
−2.93
−2.41
−2.76
−2.14
−2.47
−2.49
−2.51
−2.49

Notes. The full selection, including additional columns is available at the CDS.
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